
 

 

 

 
Kira Salak – MISSION OVERVIEW  

Kira Salak is a celebrated adventurer, journalist and travel writer. She has explored many parts of the globe and documented her discoveries and adventures. During this topic, adventurers 
will travel to the Democratic Republic of Congo, through Tanzania and into Kenya. As an activist, fighting against the poaching of gorillas, Kira Salak smuggled herself into this very region. 
Following in her footsteps the team of activists will set out to free a captured gorilla and overcome the many challenges they face. Can the team make it into the Kenyan nature reserve 
unscathed? Will the baby gorilla survive the journey?  

Mission 1 

‘All people are a product of their environment.’     

Kira Salak had to smuggle herself into The Democratic Republic of Congo to protect the mountain gorillas, she risked her life because of her passionate 
belief that no creature should die at the hands of poachers. Today, as activists, the teams will attempt to retrieve a live baby gorilla from the hands of 
a notorious and organised poaching gang.                                      

Mission 2 

‘Adopt the pace of nature.’ 

After successfully rescuing the gorilla, teams have now reached the foreshore of Lake Tanganyika. They must successfully design and construct a raft 
that will transport the gorilla across the lake without it touching any water! 

Mission 3 

‘You are confined, only by the walls you build yourself.’ 

Oh no! Upon reaching the far side of the lake and arriving in Tanzania, activists and the gorilla have been captured. In today’s mission, activists work 
as a team to break out of their cells, they will need to try and retrieve the key without being detected! 

Mission 4 

‘If you want the rainbow, you have to put up with the rain.’ 

Activists have managed to escape from their cells, however poachers still have their camera holding all their vital evidence. In today’s mission, before 
leaving the prison, the camera and photos must be retrieved. 

Mission 5 

‘Once you stop chasing the wrong things, the right things catch you.’ 

The activists have escaped and are clear of the prison wall with the camera and photos. Unfortunately, the poachers are hot on their heels. The 
activists, to throw them off the scent, must develop effective hiding places in the Serengeti. 

Mission 6 

’You lose the speed, before the stamina.’   

Activists are now extremely close to the Kenyan border, just 1 mile to go! During their mile run, they must collect vital documentation which will 
enable them to cross the border into Kenya and release the baby gorilla into a safe nature reserve. 

Mission 7 

‘Where the loser saw barriers, the winner saw hurdles.’ 

Teams have successfully made it to the Kenyan border. They must ensure that they are able to transport themselves, the gorilla, all documentation 
and equipment into Kenya without being stopped by border patrol.   

Mission 8 

’It takes a minute to say hello and forever to say goodbye.’ 

Finally, the activists have made it to the edge of the Kenyan nature reserve. It is time to release the gorilla. To ensure the best possible chance of 
survival in the wild, minimal human contact is necessary. 


